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Rector
As I sit down to write this foreword
the photographer from the Herald
has just left having captured some
images of sixth year which will appear
in an article celebrating the academic
successes of schools across Scotland.
Jordanhill School will again be preeminent.
Any success we may have reflects our philosophy of
suppor ting and challenging each young person based
on their individual strengths and needs. By empowering
teachers, pupil support assistants, parents and young people,
our pupils consistently achieve far beyond what might
reasonably be expected regardless of their background.
The work done by our pupils on anti-bullying and in
achieving the Gold Rights Respecting School Award has
been central to creating an inclusive and supportive culture
in which everyone can achieve to their full potential.
I should like to thank everyone who contributes to such
successes for their efforts and commitment.
It is a delight to hear from so many former pupils in this
edition of the Journal. We have also started to see a
significant uplift in contacts as our centenary approaches
in 2020. Dorothea Rollo (nee Bettison) who we believe to
be our oldest living FP at 102 visited in February.
A survey this term of parents and pupils revealed very
strong support for the introduction of a pleated, tartan
skirt for girls in S5 and S6. Boys have always been allowed
to wear a kilt, but no one has for over 40 years. You can
read more about this and many other news items on our
web site.
The introduction of the tartan and associated memorabilia
will form just one element of the centenary celebrations.
You can now register interest in specific events and activities
and opportunities to book tickets will
be advertised later in 2019. For more
information visit: http://www.jordanhill.
glasgow.sch.uk/centenary-2020/
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Flora Martin

(nee Adam) MBE, FCIPR FP 1969
I started at Jordanhill College School in 1956 at age almost five
having been interviewed by Mr Walker, possibly one of the
last. Needless to say I remember nothing about that interview
but obviously I did well because I got in!
Mum kept my wee green overall which we wore over our gym
slip and I still have it. Tiny doesn’t even come into it.
Mrs Hastie the fabulous P1 teacher was my heroine as was
Miss Currie the head of primary school. Mum used to say if
you say “Mrs Hastie says once more,” but the wonderful thing
about Jordanhill was that it reflected all the values that my
parents wanted to instill.
We were a diverse bunch because we came from all over the
place and all sorts of backgrounds. Nobody knew or cared if
you came to school on the bus (as I did) or in a Rolls Royce
as did one of the girls in my class. We were a team.
The fact that we were educated with boys from primary school meant that we didn’t live in a bubble
and taught us to compete on a level playing field. Sadly because of my father’s job I left for a while,
relocating to Bath where first of all I attended a Church of England primary and then City of Bath
Girls Grammar. Both of which were a bit of an eye opener compared to Jordanhill.
Luckily, we came back to Scotland in 1966 and I was able to
come home to Jordanhill albeit just before sitting my O’ Grades
in a completely different education system, parents weren’t
quite so child focused in those days.
Life has moved on, but the values instilled at school and home
still live with me. The ethos of service and giving has always
been part of my life and to be given the honour of an MBE
is amazing.
Kindly nominated by Action for Children for my support of
children and young people I was presented with my award by
the Duke of Cambridge at Buckingham Palace in February. A
wonderful day, shared with my lovely husband Sandy and some
of my closest friends.
Jordanhill has been a huge influence in my life and I am sure
continues to be for the pupils who attend today but we must
always remember that not everyone is that lucky.
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Aston Martin Aeronautics!

When I was at school my classmates knew me for one thing: cars. I was obsessed. I always have
been, and I always will be. I love how they look, how they work, and how they make you feel when
driving them. Thinking about it now, I was quite a geek! So, it shouldn’t come as a surprise to
anyone that I now design cars for a living. I’m one of those annoying people you meet who gets
paid to do what they love.
My automotive career began on the streets of Jordanhill in my Mum’s car. The day after passing my
driving test I drove the single block (Austen Road) to school and parked right at the front door...in
Dr Thomson’s parking spot! I have since matured.
With there being very little in the way of automotive industry in Scotland I decided that my best
way in would be to study aerodynamics at university as this combines how an object looks with
performance/science and can be applied to any object that moves through air. For this, I chose
to spend the next five years at the University of Glasgow working for an MEng in Aeronautical
Engineering. While there I did everything I could to bias my learning towards cars by choosing
automotive electives, taking part in Formula Student (a university competition to design, build and
race a single-seater race car), and secure a work placement at Aston Martin.
I’ve now been at Aston Martin Lagonda for eight years. I joined as a student, became a Graduate
Engineer, was promoted to Aerodynamicist, and again to Senior Aerodynamicist where I am
currently responsible for the aerodynamics attribute of the DBX (Aston Martin’s first ever SUV) and
Computational Aeroacoustics (a new technology where we combine aerodynamics and acoustics
software to predict wind noise).
As an aerodynamicist I sit on the boundary between performance and aesthetics, often in harmony
with the exterior designers, and in direct contradiction the rest of the time. It is this fine balance
that I thrive on achieving as Aston Martins are renowned for two things - being the most beautiful
cars money can buy while being extremely rewarding to drive fast.
Being part of a world-class engineering and design team means I’ve had the great privilege of working
on a number of special projects with some very talented individuals.
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Some of my highlights include; cold weather testing DB11 in the Arctic Circle, meeting British
Royalty, leading the Vantage GT8 aero programme, inventing and being granted patents for the
Aston Martin Aeroblade, writing and presenting a technical paper at a global automotive summit,
receiving advanced driving tuition, testing at the Nurburgring and representing the company at the
Geneva Motor Show. The list goes on and will continue to do so with new and exciting challenges
and opportunities coming my way each year.
Whenever I get the chance I’ll make the trip back home to see friends and family. Sometimes it’s
hard to tell what they’re more excited about seeing - me or the prototype Aston I’m borrowing
for the weekend. If you see me, give me a wave!
Andrew McAllister FP2006
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The Functioning of Language:
A Linguistic Journey.
Dr Jim Scobbie, FP 1982
I was basically a science student, and I struggled
with languages. Indeed, I was the only pupil in
4th year Latin to be told, after my catastrophic
prelim exam, that I should drop the subject! In
6th year I got my Higher French, a testament
to the hard work of my teacher. Even towards
the end of high school at Jordanhill, some of my
future was still utterly unpredictable. But in some
ways, I’ve not changed at all.
It might therefore appear a surprise that I was attracted to study linguistics at university. It was a
subject I had discovered only thanks to my then girl-friend (now wife) Kirsty Kinnis. Incidentally,
her mother (therefore my future mother-in-law) had been, my primary teacher in P6 and P7! I
got a good degree which led to a PhD and I am now a professor at Queen Margaret University,
in Edinburgh.
So, I am a linguist, but one who preferred Chemistry, Geography and English, not “foreign”
languages. This is possible because the academic field of linguistics studies the structure, origin
and functioning of language itself, drawing on any of the 6000 or so remaining languages in the
world. My specific area of interest is called phonetics, or speech science. So actually I am still
a scientist in orientation and approach. It’s just that the phenomenon I study with my science
is human speech, whether it’s spoken French or a less familiar language (to us) like Malayalam.
My main research focus is how speech is
articulated by the vocal tract, and how accents
of a language vary socially and geographically.
You might meet me or my colleagues at science
festivals, talking about how we use ultrasound
scanners to study tongue movements during
speech. Here I am scanning the vocal tract of
the First Minister.
Some years ago, Jordanhill pupils participated
in some of this research. The project was looking at how the consonant “R” is pronounced in
Scotland. One thing we discovered was that there are two completely different tongue shapes
for the soft and smooth “R” sound (in addition to other variants like the older trilled version).
At the ends of words like “fur”, the majority of Jordanhill pupils would be likely to have what is
called a bunched variant of “R”, one in which the tongue tip is drawn back into the body of the
tongue and stays low in the mouth. Other speakers, e.g. from West Lothian, are more likely to
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curl the tongue tip upwards and backward. Discovering such structured variation is interesting,
but more importantly it helps us test and formulate theories of how speech sounds are learned
and controlled.
Having a university job also means that I lecture.
All our undergraduate students are on a Speech
and Language Therapy programme, and yet
vary widely in the subjects they favoured, and
studied, at school. Those life-long preferences
add a personal nuance to the essential skills and
knowledge they learn at university to let them
pursue such a challenging and fascinating career.
Vive la différence!

John Morrison, FP 1971
John Morrison, FP65-71 featured in the April 2018
Journal, and we learned he died last year.
He ended his civil service career as the senior civilian
intelligence professional in the DIS, serving four years
as deputy chief of defence intelligence.
John was born in Hexham, Northumberland, to
Robert, a Scottish microbiologist, and Sheila (nee
Noble), a teacher. When he was 13 the family
moved to Glasgow. While studying politics at
Glasgow University he met Rosemary (nee Wilson), whom he married in 1967. During his
Ministry of Defence career he occupied a wide range of analytical and management positions
in the DIS and elsewhere, including three tours in the Cabinet Office, culminating as Secretary
to the Joint Intelligence Committee.

Visit from oldest living FP?
A most remarkable and wonderful thing
happened in Febr uar y. We received an
unexpected impromptu visit from, possibly our
eldest living, former pupil, Dorothea Rollo (nee
Bettison) who is 102! Here she is with visiting
with her Gt Gt Gt niece and carer. Dorothea,
known as Thea, was admitted to Jordanhill
College School in October 1928! She then
spent much of her life living abroad with time
in Nigeria and Ethiopia, and now enjoying a long
retirement in North Berwick.
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A Story in Stone: The
Architecture of Jordanhill School
by Robin Ward
In 1911 the Glasgow Provincial Committee for the Training of
Teachers announced a design competition for a Training College,
a Demonstration School, student hostels, lodges for janitors and
gates. The location was to be Jordanhill estate. Adverts in the
Architects’ and Builders’ Journal, the Glasgow Herald and the
Scotsman invited architects to register interest. Six were selected
to submit designs. The winners were Hugh & David Barclay for
the Training College (the David Stow Building), Andrew Balfour
the hostels (Douglas House and Graham House) and Honeyman,
Keppie & Mackintosh the Demonstration School.
Glasgow’s architectural big-hitter, John James Burnet (architect of the magnificent Clyde Navigation Trust
Building on the Broomielaw), lost out. He was offered a consolation prize: the college lodge and gates.
Burnet played second fiddle to no one. He walked.
More intriguing than Burnet’s exit is the entrance of Charles Rennie Mackintosh. CRM needs no
introduction. He is a Glasgow icon, famed for the Mackintosh Building at Glasgow School of Art
(devastated by fire in 2018). He designed Martyrs Public School (1898) and Scotland Street School
(1906).The former has a typical Glasgow School Board plan with classrooms around a central light well.
Scotland Street School changed it radically. John Keppie, CRM’s senior partner, remarked that it was “a
new type for the Glasgow School Board having all the classrooms lighted from the south.” Jordanhill
benefits from a similar arrangement.
Scotland Street School is a romantic Scots Baronial-derived design. The architecture of Jordanhill is
Edwardian, classical. Not even the most sentimental former pupil would recall it being romantic. It does
share Scotland Street School’s linear plan and twin stairs (expressed externally at Scotland Street)
that flank the Assembly Hall. The luminous top-floor Art Room (now the Library and Archive) has
north-facing windows artists prefer, tempting comparison with those at Glasgow School of Art - wow,
Mackintosh was here! Unfortunately, not even his ghost is present. North-facing studio windows were
common; those at the GSA were a response to national guidelines set by the Department of Science
and Art, South Kensington.
Scotland Street School is a captivating, child-friendly
building but it did not have an easy birth. Work was
disrupted by the cost-conscious Glasgow School
Board, a dispute over plans and details, and CRM’s
creative temperament. He was scolded by the client
in a letter which soured his relationship with John
Keppie. His star was fading and his idiosyncratic
Art Nouveau style falling out of fashion. Keppie
would have been reluctant to trust his increasingly
capricious partner with the Jordanhill competition,
but he did. It was CRM’s last chance to save his career.
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Honeyman, Keppie & Mackintosh submitted competition designs not only
for the Demonstration School but also for the Teacher Training College
and student hostels. The college building was the big prize. According to
the Dictionary of Scottish Architects www.scottisharchitects.org.uk
Mackintosh “had designs only for the College itself and that these were on
tracing paper which had gone crinkly with watercolour washes.” No images
by CRM, or any of the firm’s formal drawings for the college, survive. As for
the school, definitive research www.mackintosh-architecture.gla.ac.uk
reveals “There are no drawings or written evidence to connect Mackintosh
with the successful design for the Demonstration School. He does however
appear to have made a contribution to preliminary work. In early 1913 he
attended an architects’ meeting with the Chairman’s sub-committee of the
Glasgow Provincial Committee for the Training of Teachers. In 1916 John
Keppie was paid for work at the Demonstration School and sent a share of
it on to Mackintosh, who was by then living in London.”
Mackintosh left the practice in 1913 after the meeting with the sub-committee. By that time his
unpredictability had become an embarrassment. Keppie’s payment was a matter of honour and an
acknowledgement that CRM did some preparatory work. The drawings which won the Jordanhill
School job survive in the Mitchell Library (the archive room at the school has copies).They were made,
after CRM failed to produce acceptable plans, by his assistant, Andrew Graham Henderson. Keppie
approved them for submission to the committee. The contract was signed in May 1914, two months
before the start of the First World War.
The main contractor for Jordanhill School was John Train & Taylor (subsequently John Train & Co. which
built the Kelvin Hall).The engineering was conventional: load-bearing stone and brick construction with
timber floor joists, and steel beams spanning the larger spaces, all on concrete foundations. Construction
was slow due to wartime priorities. Materials were scarce as were skilled workers, many having joined
the armed forces. Whatever embellishment that might have been desired was not delivered. The
entrance is a modest rotunda with Roman Doric columns; cartouches on the front elevation look
to have been deprived of sculpture. Façades are plain but solid with Locharbriggs sandstone. The bell
tower (recently refurbished and repainted, the colour from on-site research) was decorated cheaply
in classical Ionic style. The interior was no-frills, apart from the vaulted foyer. Corridors were tiled for
cleanliness, like wally closes in tenements from where some of the first pupils came when the school
opened on November 15th 1920.
The Northern Renaissance-style Training College (Jordanhill College of Education) was completed in
1921. Its heritage, and by attachment that of the school, dates from 1837 when the Normal School for
the Training of Teachers (later Dundas Vale College) was established by educationalist David Stow. The
Normal School (the name from the French École Normale) was the first in Scotland to specialise in
professional teacher training. Its original building still stands on New City Road, Cowcaddens. Jordanhill
College was absorbed by Strathclyde University in 1993. In 2012 its staff and trainees were relocated
to the university’s city-centre campus. Since their departure the
building has been empty. It is Grade B listed, along with the school,
by Historic Environment Scotland and will be retained when the
college campus is redeveloped with housing. Fortunately for the
school, the adjacent green space will be preserved.
Jordanhill School’s association with distinguished architects has
been revived recently. In 2007 the Refectory was extended by
Elder & Cannon Architects, with Locharbriggs sandstone cladding
considerate to the original school building.
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The work was part of the Scottish Government
funded project that included the South Campus
Building, a new block for the Secondary School.
Its “simple and legible building form” orientates
classrooms--and the north-facing Art Department-around a day-lit three-storey atrium. The
arrangement alludes to Glasgow School Board’s
rational plan for schools in the late 19th century,
a precedent and influence that run through Elder
& Cannon’s school projects. The building is steelframed, clad with cast stone blockwork in keeping
with the neighbourhood’s heritage homes.
Sustainable features, notably rainwater harvesting
and passive natural ventilation, achieved a BREEAM
Good rating (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Methodology, meaning
eco-friendly). The South Campus Building was opened in 2008 and shortlisted that year for the Royal
Incorporation of Architects in Scotland (RIAS) Best Building in Scotland Award. Elder & Cannon’s other
submission, the restoration of Castlemilk Stables, Glasgow gained the honour.

Between 2011 and 2013 Elder & Cannon restored
the original building’s vaulted foyer and arcade,
redecorated the main corridor and renewed
the Assembly Hall. The hall’s capacity has been
increased (to compensate for the loss of the hall
in the David Stow Building which the school was
able to use). New heating, lighting and sound
systems have been installed; there is retractable
seating on the ground floor and a steel-framed
balcony; doorways long sealed were reinstated; oak
panelling complements the original parquet floor.
What was in my memory a soulless institutional
space has been transformed as an inviting multipurpose venue.
Whatever Mackintosh’s role at Jordanhill, the school
building remains essentially as designed. When I
walked in recently, my first visit for 50 years, the
original floor plan and circulation felt immediately
familiar and functional. The building was well
planned from the start. It speaks of the educational
values of its time and has proved adaptable to
those of today.
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Robin Ward attended Jordanhill School
from 1956 to 1969. He is an alumnus of
Glasgow School of Art, wrote and illustrated
a weekly column about the city’s Victorian
buildings for the Herald, published a book
of drawings, Some City Glasgow, and
worked as a graphic designer with the BBC
in London.
He has written, photographed and designed
guidebooks to buildings in Bangkok, where
his wife is from, and Vancouver where he
was the architecture critic for the Vancouver
Sun. His most recent book is Exploring
Glasgow, the Architectural Guide.

The Return of the “Clack Trophy”
The “Clack Trophy” was the major trophy of the old Jordanhill School
Former Pupils Rugby Club playing out of the War Memorial pitches
at Kilmardinny. The Trophy was presented annually to the player who
scored the highest number of tries in the season. It was played for over
the period 1974-89 until amalgamation with Hillhead F.P. RFC to form
the new Club Jordanhill Hillhead RFC or “Hills” as it known by, playing
at Hughenden.
The name of the trophy originated from the nickname given to the
former pupil Iain Mackenzie (shown front row right below).There were
a few Mac’s already playing, and so to the players “Clack” clicked and
so it stuck!
Through his secondary years Ian played rugby for the school’s First
fifteen, but it was not until he left school and joined the FP’s that he
really became a force to be reckoned with. He developed into one of
the most skilful and hardest tackling wing forwards the FP’s ever had.
His reputation grew and grew.
Iain died in 1973 in tragic circumstances whilst he was removing the petrol tank from the car
of his wife of 6 months, former pupil Connie (Lennox.) A petrol spillage fell on the floor pit in
which he was standing, and the resulting fumes overcame him and he could not be resuscitated.
Throughout his playing career he was faithfully followed by his father Hector and sister Sheena
who were devastated at Iain’s death. In memory of his son Hector, who was an Engineer, designed
and commissioned the solid silver trophy and on the amalgamation of the two clubs, at the
hand-over Scottish Internationalist Ian McLaughlin (Mighty Mouse) draped his International jersey
around the trophy and declared that Iain should have played for Scotland. However, for the last
30 years the trophy has sat in a display cabinet at Hughenden and so the “Hills” Committee
decided that the trophy should be repatriated to the school to promote rugby at the school.
The perfect opportunity arose at the 30th
Anniversary, to celebrate the formation of
“Hills, at a special Lunch at Hughenden on
Saturday 27th October last year. Guest speaker
was BBC presenter John Beattie past Scottish
Rugby player and British Lion. Pride of place
however fell to Sheena Walker (MacKenzie)
Ian’s sister who received the trophy from
Chairman Bernie Mitchell of “Hills”, and then
presented it to the Rector Dr Paul Thomson,
with the proviso that the Trophy should be
played for on the same basis as before, to
promote Rugby at the School.
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Primary 6 Burns Supper 2019
By Sylvie Robertson
Preparations

Our time was limited with only a couple of weeks to
prepare a supper worthy of Rabbie Burns himself. It
was hectic, the rehearsals were manic with people
forgetting words and having to bring in substitutes
for the sick, but still we persevered. We were knee
high in glue, paper and tartan. Before we knew it, it
was the week of the supper. Nervous energy filled
the air as everybody rushed around determined to
have a flawless night. We pushed to finish all our art
work and perfect our singing. Finally, after all our hard
work and preparation, it was the night of the supper.

The on Gauns

As the guests were arriving, we had a fantastic music
performance by a cluster of P6s and an opportunity
to get a picture taken with our friends. Then it was
time for the beginning, we started off by singing ‘Skye
Boat Song’ as the guests were taking their seats. After
many weeks, thankfully we managed to sing in tune!
After that we had a wonderful piping in of the haggis
by Isabelle Finlayson, along with a fantastic
recital of ‘Tae A Haggis.’ Although that wasn’t
the only extraordinary poem that night, to list a few there was ‘Tae A Mouse’, ‘Tae A
Louse’ and ‘Virtual Puppy’. We had a wonderful ceilidh and sang the long-lived classic,
‘Auld Lang Syne’ as the night drew to a close. Overall, it was a truly fantastic experience
and we all had a wonderful time. It was definitely a night to be remembered.
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Future Asset Roadshow

We had the opportunity this year to take Statistics as a general interest
course, which has provided us with many learning experiences and
expanded our professional horizons. Firstly, we took a trip to the Future Asset Road Show on
13th November at Strathclyde University’s impressive Technology and Innovation Centre.
Future Asset is a charity which encourages young women to choose ambitious and rewarding
careers in asset management and the financial industry.
We were greeted by Susan Anderson
the Future Asset Chair and former Senior
Investment Strategist with Aberdeen Standard.
We were divided into groups of people from
different schools and encouraged to share
our future plans.
Prior to this the ambassadors had organised
a mini Dragons Den activity for us to take
part in.This involved listening to three pitches
from ‘Chief Executives’ of three companies
and deciding which company to invest our
money into. The activity brought to life the
famous TV programme and engaged our
business brains in identifying the key factors which contribute to the success of a business. After
this we took a short break where we were offered tea, coffee and pastries- which we polished
off very quickly!
During the break we were encouraged to network and talk to all the Ambassadors who were
attending the event to learn more about careers plans available to us, which we found very
beneficial.
Next, the investment game. In our teams we were
given a portfolio worth 100 million to manage
with the aim of making a profit from buying
and selling shares in 14 companies. The game
introduced to us how exciting working with the
stock market is and also how satisfying it is when
a share price rises rapidly and makes you lots of
profit. However, it also revealed how easily it is to
lose all your money and go bankrupt!
Overall the event was very informative and was
a fun, interactive way of learning about asset
management. We would thoroughly recommend
this event to future Statistics candidates.
Priyanka Sharma, Kirsten Graham, Sadhbh O’Malley, Lucy McLarnon,
Kate Fisher and Rowan Gibb, Agnes Daly and Sarah Arthur.
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High School Musical
There was only one thing for it as the
October nights grew darker and a
distinct chill grew ever more present
in the air. Put on a Musical….. a High
School Musical! What better way to
uplift the spirits and bring a warm
rosy glow to all.
Following the success of the Disney
Channel film in January 2006 High
School Musical became the most
successful Disney Channel Original
Film of all time.There’s not many of us
out there who haven’t heard a song
or two and there’s some who even know every word to every song and all the dialogue too!
Certainly, after weeks, days and hours of rehearsal most of us will never, ever forget the lyrics
to most of the songs no matter how hard we try!
We were blessed to have so many
talented individuals in our cast that we
had no option but to double cast which
allowed us the opportunity to run the
show for four nights, each night to a
packed house!
Those of you who were lucky enough
to see the performance would agree
that the energy, commitment and fun
that all those on and off stage displayed
was a most fabulous sight. It is a huge
privilege to work with young people
who put themselves forward, despite
never having done anything like this before, and watch them learn, develop new skills and make
new friendships.
Evenings, weekends, after school rehearsals is a huge commitment particularly when Highers
are looming around the corner, but to see how 60 or so young people work with each other,
support each other and operate as a well-oiled machine on performance night (give or take a
few wee hiccups!) it has to be worth it.
You would never think there would be a time when you had to ask pupils to leave the school
despite having been there all day. Sunday, 5.30pm, scenery painters, you’ve got to go home at
some point! The carpet in the Drama room hasn’t quite recovered yet – still glints of red glitter
– who cares? It was worth it, long may the glitter stay, like the memories that the cast and crew
of High School Musical will take with them.
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Thanks to you all………. Go Wildcats!
Daanyaal Ashraf, Ewan Black, Fergus Blyth, Sean Browne, Fergus Buchanan,
Sophie Cabrelli, Brooke Caldwell, Rebecca Caldwell, Finlay Callaghan, Alice Campbell,
Annie Campbell, Laurie Corewyn, Katie Crearie, Fraser Deacon, Lomond Docherty,
Euan Duffy, Iona Ferguson, Kate Fisher, Gillian Foote, Sarah Foster, Eilidh Fraser,
Izzy Geldart, Rowan Gibb, Charlotte Hanning, Iona Hay, Calum Herbert, Megan Hoy,
Rachel Hughes, Moyin Ibigbemi, Mariah Iyyaz, Tom Keeley, Hannah Keenan, Struan Kelly,
Mia Kennedy, Eva Kenny, Sophie Haldane, Charlotte Hughes, Joe Hutcheson,
Alice MacDonald, Calum Mackinnon, Rowan MacMillan, Josh McDermott, Beth McGregor,
Daisy McNiven, Julia Maguire, Matthew Maguire, Jack Manley, Charvi Marwaha,
Enrique Murio-Fernandez, Maya Nagar, Sadhbh O’Malley, Rebecca Parry,
Niamh Pragnell-Toal, Mitchell Rae, Tom Rae, Aisha Rashid, Rosie Ritchie, Zara Sattar,
Eve Scollay, Luc Symington, Chloe Ward, Katie Welsh, Dan Wyper

Our up and coming Theatre
reviewers said:
“High School Musical was amazing! It was
well choreographed and the characters
were played well. One of my favourite
characters was Sharpay.
I saw the show 3 times and it was very
worth my while. I can’t wait to be in the
school show in S6.”
“High School Musical was so well done.The
actors were so well prepared and clearly
enjoyed being a part of the shoe. All the
dances were very well choreographed.”
“It was Fab!”
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Lake Garda 2018
What an amazing end to the term! Lake Garda
was hands down the best school trip we have
ever been on. Although the thought of a 28hour bus journey seemed daunting, it was
handled extremely well with exciting Connect
4 and Bingo competitions interspersed with
a selection of DVD’s.
Upon arrival, we were treated with a lovely
dinner and a welcome from other guests of
the hotel, before heading off to bed.
The next day, after breakfast, we took a long dip in the pool, enjoying playing with the inflatables
and relaxing in the sun. Not bad for a Monday morning! The afternoon was spent in Garda village,
where we were allowed to explore the cobblestone alleyways before a taste of lasagne in a
frog-themed restaurant. The band was quick to file onto the boat, and as it slowly pulled away
from land, many phones could be seen with their cameras aimed at the wonderful views of the
surrounding landscape and the vast stretch of water that was itself Lake Garda. We arrived at
the gorgeous town Lazise, which could be described as the most photogenic town we visited,
with its vibrant atmosphere and bustling squares. After dinner, we took a short bus journey to
the nearby shopping centre and (very) competitively played bowling, then many of us gathered
to sing and dance to Whitney Houston!
The second day was spent in the romantic city of Verona, well known for being the home of
Romeo and Juliet. On our concise tour of the city, we visited such places as the Arena, where
gladiators would fight thousands of years ago, but is now a popular home of opera, and the
balcony of Romeo and Juliet, which featured a statue that offers luck and love for everyone
who touches her breast. That evening we headed back to Lazise to play a fantastic concert to
the public. As a reward for our good playing, we had the most amazing ice cream from the best
gelato parlour in Lake Garda!
We were up early on Wednesday to head to Venice. Roddy, our fantastic tour operator, organised
a water taxi from the bus depot to the island of Murano, where we watched a demonstration
by the famous glass blowers before having lunch.We
then headed to St Mark’s Square and did a walking
tour of Venice, a city that is absolutely stunning with
wonderful architecture at every turn. Lots of photos
were taken at the Rialto Bridge and other famous
Venetian landmarks before we concluded our time
on the island with dinner in the Hard Rock Café.
The water taxi ride back to the bus was particularly
special as the sun was setting and the scenery was
spectacular!
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On Thursday we visited the market in Bardolino
and then spent the afternoon at a waterpark.
Even the staff went on some of the scary
rides, but Mrs Dempster and Mrs Gilmour
decided the Lazy River was enough for them!
That evening we performed at the hotel and
once again, had a brilliant reception from our
audience.
Friday was our last full day and we went to
Gardaland. The sun was shining once again and
we all enjoyed the rides – especially the Blue
Tornado and Oblivion! The food was delicious and everyone had a wonderful time, savouring
our last day as much as possible before returning to the hotel for a disco, DJ’d by Mrs Gilmour
herself! Other pupils from Dunoon Grammar and Largs Academy joined in the fun, and there
were many great performances of the Macarena and the Slosh.
We were all sad to depart on the Saturday morning, but were glad to have been given this
opportunity to visit such beautiful locations and perform for the public. Thanks for a great trip!
Tom Rae S5
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Gartmore Weekend
Pupils from the Junior Concert Band and Junior
Orchestra took part in a residential practice
weekend at Gartmore House on Friday 2nd
November to Sunday 4th December.
We arrived on the Friday evening, unpacked, had
dinner and then it was straight into rehearsals.
Afterwards, there was some time for football
and a supper of Krispy Kreme doughnuts!
Saturday consisted of sectional rehearsals in the morning and then
full band in the afternoon and evening. The staff organised a disco/
ceilidh for the pupils on Saturday night. Everyone danced the night
away and there were various prizes including best costume which Iain
MacCallum in S1 won with his spectacular dinosaur outfit.
Sunday saw more rehearsals and then each group performed in front
of each other.The difference in the standard of performance from the
start of the weekend to the finish was incredible. After a full Sunday
roast lunch, we had an awards ceremony. All pupils were presented
with a ‘Certificate of Achievement’ in recognition of their hard work
and commitment they put in over the weekend and then we had
some fun awards for individuals such as:
‘Bromance of the Weekend’ – Gregor Williamson and Robert Phillips
‘Most Promising Newcomer’ – Ally Gilmour
‘Happy Camper’ – Ellen Anderson
‘Outstanding Toast Maker’ – Owen Osude

The purpose of the Gartmore weekend was to rehearse for forthcoming events in a relaxed
setting without the constraints of the school bell. It was also a great opportunity for pupils,
particularly the younger ones, to get to know each other. All pupils and staff had a fantastic
time – the venue was perfect and the food outstanding!
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Young Musician of the Year 2019
Congratulations to all the competitors
taking part in the finals held on 12th
March.
Adjudicators Christopher Gough
(Principal Horn at RSNO) and Ian
Anderson (Musical Director of the
Paisley Philharmonic Choir) were
glowing in their appreciation of the
standard of play throughout.

Senior Young Musician of the Year

Winner: Chloe Ward (Clarinet)
Runners up: Calum MacKinnon (Marimba) & Dan Wyper (Saxophone)

Junior Musician of the Year

Winner: Euan Aitken (Trumpet)
Runners up: Tony Anderson (Saxophone) & Sarah Ross (Piano)

Glasgow Music Festival
Congratulations also to the Junior Choir on coming first at the Glasgow Music Festival on 11th
March competing against 12 other choirs. Many thanks and congratulations to the children and
our music champion, the talented Mrs Johnstone!
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‘Higher Vision’
Higher Photography Exhibition at the Scottish Parliament
A selection of work from the
Higher Photography folios of Andy
Desceras and Niamh Hamilton
was chosen for an exhibition
celebrating the achievements of
young people throughout Scotland.
The work of only 26 pupils was
selected from the 2017-2018
Candidate Role of 2,300. It was
launched on 21st November at
the Scottish Parliament Building by
the Presiding Officer Ken McIntosh
and was open to public until 8th
February 2019.
The exhibition provided a unique insight into what life in Scotland is like through the lens of these
students and captures people and places from their own perspective. From Scotland’s diverse
landscapes and our environment to portraiture of people who have made an impact on their
lives. These images also explore issues of identity, adolescence and mental health.
The Scottish Qualifications Authority arranged the exhibition in partnership with the Scottish
Society for History of Photography (SSHOP), and the Scottish parliament. The photographs were
selected by a curatorial panel including representatives of the Scottish Society for the History
of Photography, The National Gallery of Scotland, Out of The Blue, a student from Edinburgh
College and the Parliament’s official photographer.
Congratulations to Andy and Niamh
for being chosen to have their
work included in this showcase
of the talents and creativity of
Higher Photography candidates
from schools and colleges across
the country.
Having the work of two of our
pupils selected for such a high profile
exhibition is a great credit for the
school.
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Higher Photography Exhibition
Andy Descares

Niamh Hamilton
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S4 National 5 Portfolios

100% pass Design folio - Fergus Ettles
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S4 National 5 Portfolios

100% pass Expressive folio - Hannah Drummond
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S2 Art and Design
‘The Big Mac Project’
A group of forty S2 pupils have been involved in a very exciting
pilot in the Art and Design department, based on the work of
Charles Rennie Mackintosh, called ‘The Big Mac Project’.
The workshops were delivered by Elisabeth Culshaw, and her
assistants, over two mornings in September. Elisabeth Culshaw
is a self-employed artist with over 25 years of experience in
the Mackintosh Painted heritage. She works with a number
of organisations including Schools, Museums, Cultural centres,
Conservation organisations, and runs community art projects
based on the work of Mackintosh.
She recently re-stencilled the newly refurbished Willow
Tearooms in the Mackintosh style.
‘The Big Mac Project’ ran between May and October with 150
pieces of Gesso art being produced in a number of public and
private workshops. There are plans to put the finished panels
on permanent display in the school in the near future.
During the workshops the pupils were taught the principle of
Gesso work, and were led to create a number of square panels
(20 in total) 40 x 40cm with patterns inspired by the Mackintosh
style. The workshops included techniques of Stencilling and
Applique.
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BBC’s Nick Robinson visit
On Tuesday 6th November both fifth and sixth year
were given the opportunity to hear BBC Radio 4’s Nick
Robinson talk on the importance of media and his life
experiences.
Born on the 5th October 1963 in Cheshire, Nick was often
told by his grandfather (who escaped the grasp of the
Nazis) of the importance of trustworthy news, something
he felt saved his and his wife’s life. From the age of eight
Robinson took an interest in political journalism and
studied philosophy, politics and economics at Oxford after
leaving school. Robinson first took up radio at the Piccadilly
radio station in Manchester whilst still recovering from a
past car accident which saw him leave university early.
He then joined the BBC where he was to make his name. He started as a production trainee and
moved up to a television producer for some of the BBC’s biggest shows such as Newsround and
Crime Watch. When he became a political correspondent in 1996 he was already a household
name. He later moved on to become a political editor at ITV and, following success in that role,
he finally moved back to the BBC to continue his role as a political editor.
Nick spoke to the pupils about his experiences in the various roles he has worked in and gave
an interesting inside view into some of the world’s most important people such as George
Bush and Theresa May, who he had interviewed during his career. He spoke in detail about the
importance of tolerance and listening respectfully to others even if their opinion is not in tune
with our own.This was key in Nick’s success in his field and he spoke about practicing tolerance
in his talk.
Nick’s talk and presence in the
school had a large impact on
the pupils as not only did we
have the chance to listen to his
lessons, we were also allowed
to ask him questions at the end
and hear what he had to say on
subjects we felt were important.
Collectively the pupils of 5th and
6th year left feeling we had more
knowledge of past and current
events and were grateful for the
Speakers for Schools charity for
arranging Nick’s visit.
Louis Donaghy 6STJ
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Christmas Dances 2018 - S6
Crawfurd

Montgomerie

Smith

St John
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Christmas Dances 2018 - S5
Crawfurd

Montgomerie

Smith

St John
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Christmas Dances 2018 - S4

Crawfurd

Montgomerie

Smith

St John

Christmas Dances 2018 - S3

Crawfurd

Montgomerie

Smith

St John
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S1 Community Christmas Party

The S1 Community Christmas party was a great event with its stunning décor and breath-taking
live entertainment, making for a truly spectacular afternoon. The event was not only a way to
display Jordanhill School’s amazing talents but also give back; inviting the elderly community to
join us for tea, biscuits and cake.

Store House Christmas Hampers
The Store House food bank is a service to help those who
are less fortunate in their time of need. Storehouse were the
chosen charity of Jordanhill for Christmas and we decided
to start stocking up on non-perishable goods (provided
by many people around the school) to ultimately produce
Christmas hampers. On our visit to Store House we were
greeted with welcoming faces, we unloaded the parcels,
brought them inside and we were then told a bit about the
history of Store House.
Stuart MacIvor S6
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HSBC Mandarin
Speaking Competition
With the generous support of Confucius
Classroom for Scotland Schools (CISS) and
the Swire Chinese Language Foundation, our
S2 and S3 Mandarin pupils had the fantastic
opportunity to take part in the 2019 HSBC
Mandarin Speaking Competition.

After the extreme competitive regional heat
held at the Grand Plaza Hotel in Edinburgh,
our group entry went through to the Final,
which was organised by the British Council
and held at the British Museum in London
on Wednesday 6th February 2019.
The competition was fierce. All the contestants were very well prepared, and the performances
were lively and very entertaining. Although our pupils were the youngest, they gave one of the
best performances of the day! They were confident. Their delivery was smooth and fluent, and
their pronunciation was super clear. In addition, their piece of drama was well composed and
put together.
Many thanks to Maisie who drafted the script, and to the rest of the team Lily, Mia, Cherry and
Katy who all contributed towards the final draft. However, due to their limited experience of
Mandarin thus far, our pupils were unable to outperform other teams who have had much more
exposure to the language and were able to show off a wider range of grammatical structures
and vocabulary.
However, this opportunity has been an eye opener for our pupils. They have gained valuable
experience from taking part in this competition along with further insights into Chinese language
learning and the potential opportunities learning the language may bring them. I hope that they will
share their newly-gained knowledge and
insights with not only pupils in our school
but also those in our partner schools and
beyond.
I am very proud of all the pupils involved,
from the audition, to the regional heat and
to the Final. They have done themselves
proud! They have done Jordanhill School
proud!
Mrs Y Fortune
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Our Mandarin Journey

The journey began when we got called to the Mandarin
classroom by Mrs Fortune to be told that we were
picked to participate in the HSBC Mandarin speaking
contest as a group performance. We were all very
excited and eager to start learning the script (which
had been beautifully written by Maisie). At first, we
focused on learning this off by heart. It was very hard
and confusing and we were worried that we would
forget our script, but we managed to make our way
through it. After a few weeks of practising and making some adjustments, we all felt much more
confident and ready to compete.
When the day of the heats finally arrived, we all headed to Edinburgh. When we got to the
venue, we were ushered to a room where we changed into our costumes and went down to
the stage. We were all very nervous, but we weren’t worried because we had practised a lot
and knew our script.The setting of the room definitely helped our performance because it was
small, cosy and comfortable so we all felt at ease. The performance in Edinburgh went well and
we all headed back to the school to await the arrival of our results that would decide if we got
into the finals or not which were being held in London.
Weeks past and when we thought all hope was lost, news finally arrived that we were through to
the final! We were all over the moon and definitely looking forward to the adventure in London.
The practices that followed were dedicated to learning the correct tones, we worked hard and
although it was tough, we all managed fine. On the day that we were going to London, we all
showed up at the school, very early in the morning, with our bags packed to the brim, ready for
the adventure. We were all so excited to stay overnight. The train ride to London was long and
boring, but it was amazing when we got there. After a few tries of google maps and getting lost,
we checked into the hotel and changed very quickly because we were going to China town!
There we visited lots of shops and had some food at a buffet. We also went around looking for
characters that we could recognise in shop signs, posters and menus. It was amazing seeing so
much culture and etiquette packed into one place! When we got back to the hotel we had a
very giggly practice before we went to bed.
In the morning we woke ready to face the day. We headed to the
British Museum where the competition was being held.We watched
all the other performances which were extremely interesting and
captivating, but we were very on edge waiting for our go. After lunch
we set up the stage for our performance, that’s when we all got really
nervous.They called our school up for our performance and we did
it.We did well and didn’t make any mistakes and we felt at ease while
doing it which was a miracle as we all had been nervous up to then.
After our performance we watched the rest and waited eagerly for
the results.There was a bit of time before the prize giving which was
filled with presentations.
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They were very interesting and opened our eyes to the many possibilities you could take forward
with Mandarin. Finally, it was prize time.We were a bit nervous, but I think we all understood that
the standard was very high and that it wasn’t likely that we would score in the top three. The
results were announced and like we expected, we didn’t score. That was slightly disappointing
but reasonable though as we learned a lot from the experience.
When we had to leave, we were all very sad but we were happy that we were going to see
our families again. Overall, I think that we learned a lot from the experience. We learned that
although mandarin is tough, it is a very rewarding subject. We also got lots more ideas for future
performances and I think that we are all very happy that we took part in this cultural activity.
Katy Galbraith, Cherry Campbell, Maisie Smith, Lily Beveridge, Mia Glen

British Education Awards 2019

This year there were two Jordanhill successes at the British Education Awards at Manchester
on 31st January
Sasha Hazard, S5, was one of only 3 nominated in Scotland in the National 5 category and joined
seventy-six finalists from across the UK.
Also nominated, and winner in his degree category, was former pupil Andrew Gray (FP2004)
who was nominated by Glasgow Caledonian University. In September 2018, Andrew joined
Marsh & McLennan as a member of Corporate Business in Manchester and was named Scottish
Degree Student of the Year at the British Education Awards 2019.
Now in its third year, British Education Awards recognises the outstanding academic and
extracurricular achievements of students across five award categories, including GCSE or Scottish
National 5, A Level or Scottish Advanced Higher, Vocational and Degree.
At BEA 2019 all Finalists had to demonstrate an extremely high level of discipline in order to
achieve top grades, and this was further highlighted when taken in context with their extensive
extracurricular responsibilities.
Congratulations Sacha and Andrew!
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S4 Work Experience
In February fourth year went out to do a week’s
work experience. People went to jobs far and wide,
and I was lucky enough to get my first choice at
Finsbury Foods in Hamilton. I was even luckier as I was
accompanied by Jack MacKinnon and Michael Liang.

On the first day we took an earlier train meaning we
had to get up at the ungodly hour of 7am! When we
arrived at the reception we were taken on a tour of
the factory, which gave us a real insight into the work
that went on there. On day two, we were shown around the production lines, which were over
1,000 metres long full of all sorts of snacks – from shortbread to brownies. On Wednesday we
spent time with an engineer, who fixed the machines in the factory. This as a great experience,
especially for Jack and Michael, both aspiring engineers.Thursday was my favourite day; we spent
time in the Test Kitchen.This was an amazing place where cake designs were created and sampled.
I loved working in there and it has made me consider this as a career.
Friday was sadly our last day and we were treated to a lovely lunch with some managers and
Peter McFarlane, one of the engineers.We were given lots of snacks to take home, which probably
should have lasted weeks, but only last a couple of days. Overall, I had a great experience and
loved every minute of it.
Joe Wadsworth 4SM

Thank You! To all our Work Experience Placement Providers
Primary Schools
Bankhead, Corpus Christi
Kelvindale, Hazelwood, Pirie Park,
St Paul’s, St Ninians, Thornwood

Nurseries
Acorn Park Nursery
Green Acres Nursery
Novar Nursery
Sandy Road Day Nursery

Architects, Property,
Finance & Legal
Grant Property, Holmes Miller
McElhinney & Co CA
Miller Samuel Hill Brown
Mott Macdonald
Ryden, Robinson Low Francis LLP
Media
Bees Nees Media

Medical & Veterinary
Royal Hospital for Children
Glasgow
Royal Alexandra Hospital
The Veterinary Centre
Food Production
Finsbury Food (Lightbody of
Hamilton)

Administrative
placements
Scottish Qualifications Authority
Royal Scottish National Orchestra
Patrick Harvie MSP
Bill Kidd MSP, Carol Monaghan MP,
Annie Wells MSP
Hospitality
Dakota Deluxe Glasgow
The Arlington Baths Club
The Western Baths Club

Outdoor
Countryside Ranger Team (GCC)
Easterton Stables

If your company or organisation could host Work Placements for 2020 please contact
info@jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk
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Sports Update
Glasgow Schools Badminton
On Saturday 26th January, Jordanhill had a very
successful day at the Glasgow Secondary Schools
Badminton Championships.
Well done to Iona, Mya, Robert and Oliver for
representing the school so well!

Iona Campbell

Won the U14 Singles competition

Iona Campbell & Mya McQuade

Claimed the U14 Doubles title

Iona Campbell & Robert Phillips

Iona then completed a hat trick by winning the
Mixed Doubles with her partner Robert Phillips

Mya McQuade

Came second in her pool in Singles

Oliver Hicks

Put in some commendable performances,
particularly considering that both he and Mya still
have next year to compete in their age groups

Robert Phillips

Reached the semi-final in U14 singles competition,
losing out to the eventual winner

Football
The S3 football team has had a turbulent season within the league,
however their cup run has definitely been a different story. By
defeating St Margaret Mary’s Secondary School 2-1, in an extremely
hard-fought match, they have secured a place in the final of the
Glasgow Cup.
The S4 team fought back hard after their misfortune in last year’s
cup campaign, by overturning John Paul Academy 4-1 in the RS
McColl Cup.They have secured a place in the home semi-final against
Lourdes Academy.

Golf
Congratulations to Matthew Sludden (S3) for being selected for
the Dunbartonshire Golf Union U16 squad and the Scottish Golf
development academy.
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Glasgow Schools Gymnastics
Six S1 pupils attended the Glasgow heats of the schools’ floor and
vault gymnastics competition at Bellahouston Sports Centre. The 6
girls comprised 2 teams of 3.
Team 1 = Anna Hazard, Sophie Belmont & Evie McEwan.
Team 2 = Lucy Ginesi, Lucie McBean and Raonaid MacDonald.
This was the first time in a long time that Jordanhill has attended the
Glasgow schools’ competition, and the girls performed fantastically.
Team 1 came 2nd, securing a place in the Scottish Schools Finals in
Perth in March. Team 2 came a very respectable 8th out of a total
of 14 teams.

Rugby
Jordanhill have entered the SP Energy Networks
Warriors Championship at Scotstoun for the second
year in a row. We have entered three teams; S1
Boys, S2 Boys and U-15 Girls. The three teams will
be competing against 25 other schools to try and
reach the final.The final will be held at Scotstoun on
the day of the 1872 Cup – where Glasgow take on
Edinburgh. Their next obstacle was to take on five
other schools on the 13th of March at Scotstoun.

Tennis
Well done to Aran Gibson in P7A for his recent tennis success. Aran’s
team, Strathgryffe 10u, won the West of Scotland league. Aran played
as number 1 in his team.
The team picked up their trophy in December at the West of Scotland
Tennis Awards Ceremony. Well done Aran!

Scottish Schools Skiing
Well done to the pupils who competed in the Scottish Schools Snowsports SBX contest at
Braehead on Wednesday 28th November (primary) and Thursday 29th November (secondary).
There were almost 400 competitors over the two days of racing, with 40 schools from across
Scotland represented.
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Scottish Schools Skiing
Primary Team –Ellen Phillips, Aidan Thompson,
Isla Thompson, Ava McBean, Charlotte Andrews,
Libby Anderson, Anna Phillips and Katie Sellar.
The primary team finished third in the overall team
event, with Ellen Phillips finishing second in her
individual ski cross competition.
Secondary Team – Callum Munro, Evie Tungatt,
Kerry Munro, Matthew McKee, Joanna McKee,
Robert Phillips, Lucie McBean and Naomi Nager.
The secondary team finished second in the overall
team event. Callum Munro and Matthew McKee
both finished first in their individual ski cross
competitions, with Evie Tungatt finishing third in
her board cross competition.

Glasgow Schools Swimming
On Monday 29th October, 14 pupils from Jordanhill School attended the Glasgow Schools
Swimming Finals. Each of these pupils had to compete in the heats on Wednesday 26th September
to allow them to be eligible.The team of 14 did the school proud, achieving an impressive medal
collection:
Eleanor Carrie

Bronze (Girls U14 50m Breaststroke).

Rosie Murrison

Silver (Girls U14 50m Butterfly)
Bronze (Girls U14 100m Breaststroke)

Robert Phillips

Silver (Boys U14 50m Butterfly)

Tony Anderson

Gold (Boys U16 100m Breaststroke - new tournament record)
Gold (Boys U16 100m Freestyle)

Harry Anderson

Gold (Boys Open 100m Butterfly)

Adam Farquharson

Silver (Boys 16 & over 100m Breaststroke)
Silver (Boys 16 & over 100m Freestyle)

Eilidh Corfield, Rosie Murrison,
Eleanor Carrie & Anna Cockburn

Bronze Girls U16 4x50m Relay

Adam Farquharson, Harry Anderson,
Gold Boys Open 4x50m Relay
Tony Anderson & Robert Phillips

Congratulations to the winners, and well done to all those who competed for the school at the
Glasgow Schools heats and finals competitions.
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Scottish Schools Swimming
Well done to Calum MacArthur (P6), Rosie Murrison (S2), Tony Anderson (S3) and Angus
Nicol (S6) who qualified for the Scottish Schools Swimming Championships, which took place
at Tollcross International Swimming Centre on Saturday 26th January. A special congratulations
goes to Angus Nicol who finished 2nd in the Boys 17-19 100m Freestyle race.

Glasgow Schools Primary Swimming Finals
On Monday 25th February, 20 pupils from Jordanhill
Primary attended the Glasgow Schools Primary
Swimming Finals at Drumchapel Swimming Pool.
Each of these pupils had to compete in the heats
on Wednesday 30th January to allow them to be
eligible for the finals.
The team of 20 did the school proud, achieving the
following impressive medal haul:
Jack Murrison

Silver (Boys 10 years 25m Backstroke)

Callum McColl

Silver (Boys 10 years 25m Freestyle)

Ellie Hall

Bronze (Girls 10 years 25m Freestyle)

Anna Phillips

Gold (Girls 10 years 25m Breaststroke

Calum MacArthur

Gold (Boys 11 years 25m Freestyle)
Gold (Boys 11 years 25m Breaststroke)

Joe Carty

Silver (Boys 11 years 25m Breaststroke)
Bronze (Boys 11 years 25m Backstroke)

Calan Rowley

Silver (Boys 11 years 25m Backstroke

Ruairidh Hall

Silver (Boys 12 years 50m Backstroke)

Ellen Phillips

Silver (Girls 12 years 50m Breaststroke)
Silver (Girls 12 years 50m Backstroke)

Glasgow Schools Primary Swimming Finals – Relay Teams
Callum McColl, Jack Robinson,
Jack Murrison & Ethan Murrison

Silver (Boys 10 years 4x25m Relay)

Calum MacArthur, Calan Rowley,
Joe Carty & Cal Johnston

Gold (Boys 11 years 4x25m Relay)

Ellen Phillips, Olivia Eccles,
Katherine Ross & Carys Evans

Bronze (Girls 10 years 25m Freestyle)

Gold (Girls 12 years 4x25m Relay)

Congratulations and well done to all those who competed for the school at the Glasgow Schools
heat and finals competitions.
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Scottish Squash National Championships
Robyn Mcalpine S1 took part in the Scottish Squash National
Championships in Aberdeen over 1st-3rd February. After a shaky
start and coming to terms with the pressure of being number 1
seed, she went on to win the Girls under 13 category after 3 days
of competition!
Congratulations Robyn!

Glasgow Schools Cross Country Senior Results
S2 Boys Team - GOLD - 4 years in a row! Callum Paterson

S1 Gold
S3 boys team Silver
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Jack McKinnon

S4 Silver

Senior Boys team GOLD

Glasgow Schools Cross Country Championships
S1 girls team Silver

Mhairi Low, Silver in S2 girls.

S2 girls team Bronze

Our Primary pupils had a highly successful Glasgow Schools Cross Country Championships
winning 2 team golds, 1 team silver, 2 team bronzes and 2 individual silver medals. The teams
were as follows:-

Primary 5 Girls [Team Gold]

Primary 5 Boys [Team Silver]

Osla Hunter, Anna Ross, Kate Martin
Beth Eccles, Anna Phillips, Kirsty Hastie

Rhuaridh Laing – Individual Silver Medal
Harris MacCuish, Ethan Murrison, Robbie Yule,
Cameron Mackay, Craig Marshall
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Primary 6 Girls [Team Gold]

Primary 6 Boys [Team Bronze]

Carys Murrison, Libby Anderson, Anna Kelly
Carla Mee, Holly Robertson, Jay Happell

Euan Williamson – Individual Silver Medal]
Cal Johnston, Remy Bosch-Kennedy, Ollie Petrie
Euan Speirs, Calum MacArthur

Primary 6 Boys [Team Bronze]

Primary 7 Boys

Lily Blair, Ellen Phillips, Faye Callaghan,
Milly Hardie, Emma Gibson, Briony Wood

Jack Menzies, Charlie McKnight, Alistair Hillis
David Rutherford, Joel Drummond, Archie Patrick

International Honours

Congratulations to Finlay Callaghan representing Scotland U18s Sunday 17th March against England
U18s. Fantastic achievement
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Gregor Munro S4Cr
A Year in Skiing!
Gregor Munro was invited to join Ambition Ski Racing
back in April 2018, this opportunity meant joining the
UK’s leading ski racing academy which is based in Leogang,
Austria. It’s a specialist ski racing academy which provides
full time and part time training for young ski racers with
potential to compete at the highest levels of Children’s
ski races across Europe. The minimum commitment is
12 weeks of academy-based training in winter which
encompasses school, ski training, fitness training along
with sports psychology.
This was a tough decision as Gregor’s school work has always come first and the most he has skied
each season was 6 weeks – s doubling the time on snow and in his Nat 5 year was a big ask. When at
the academy, Monday to Friday Gregor’s day starts at 6am for fitness, breakfast at 6 45am, ski training
from 7:30 – 1:00, lunch until 2pm and school from 2:30- 6pm. Dinner at 6:30pm and lights out at 9pm.
Saturday is Day off and Sunday is full day ski training. They also have to do ski tuning and prep in their
“free time”. It’s far from a holiday!
Academy attendees must look after their own rooms, set out their own washing, and get on with their
roommates while being away from family and friends for extended periods of time.
Since joining in July, Gregor met his fellow team mates in Bormio, Italy in July for a 2-week preseason
training camp. Since the summer Gregor has been out training and racing for 6 weeks, mixing his studies
and school work both at home and away. He also needs to keep up his fitness when home so that
means going to the gym, cycling and playing lots of hockey to keep up the cardio levels.
Attending the academy has required a massive commitment from Gregor to study and keep up with
school work independently, getting his work before he goes away and working through the course on
his own. Gregor has received great support from his teachers and from the school in general, so this
has been a great help in making this happen. But there is no doubt the effort has had to come from
Gregor.There are teachers at the academy who can help across a wide rage of subjects but they aren’t
taught in classes, it’s all self-study. The other kids are all studying different courses, are at different levels,
most of them on the English GCSE and A Level syllabus.
Gregor competed in ski races in Hinterreit, Austria
in January, placing 1st in U16 boys Slalom, 4th in U16
Pro Slalom. In Bormio, in February 2019 Gregor
and his 3 other team mates won the Angle Scottish
Pro Slalom team event and he placed 9th in Slalom.
He also represented Team GB U16 boys in Skofja
Loka, Slovenia at one of the most competitive
children’s events in Europe, placing 17th in Slalom.
One last race events of the season is in Tignes,
France in April. Then it’s Nat 5 exams and a short
rest before summer training camp in July.
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Centenary Preview

Preparations are moving ahead for our centenary celebrations
next year.
Firstly, our Jordanhill School tartan has been designed and registered! This will
form part of senior uniform and merchandising from centenary year!
You can also make an early reservation for the Centenary Gala Dinner at
Kelvingrove Art Gallery & Museum on 5th September 2020.
Help will be needed for many of our events,
such as the planned Light Show for February
2020. Also, we want to make sure we collect
your Jordanhill stories. This is your chance
to share your reminiscences and provide
any memorabilia. An exhibition is also being
planned. You can be part of it and already over
50 volunteers have indicated they are able to
help.
There will be regular preview events throughout
2019. You can keep up to date, register for
previews, the Gala Dinner and for volunteering
on the website: www.jordanhill.glasgow.sch.
uk/centenary-2020/

Striving Higher
Thank You!
Thank you to all families who have made this commitment,
approaching almost 1/3 of families who have donated or
arranged a regular gift. Since the AGM last year there has
been a warmly embraced shift towards supporting the school
through philanthropic giving, now over £42,000 pa.
With projected downward pressure on the Direct Grant,
and the knock-on impact upon the School’s Trust, has meant
pursuing the option to appeal to our parent body to make
regular gifts to support the co-curricular programme. Adding
in Gift Aid makes this route an efficient way of stretching and
sharing our resources. If not already, then please sign up here:
http://www.jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk/development/
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LDW Scott Trust

The LDW Scott Trust was founded in 1992
to commemorate the late Dr Laurance David
Wellwood Scott, a former pupil who was a
distinguished General Physician in the Southern
General Hospital, Glasgow, Scotland (19521972) and to reflect his considerable interest
in the training of young physicians working in
Scotland.
In 2012 the Trust transferred its assets to the
Jordanhill School Educational Amenities Trust.

The express purpose is to support former pupils of Jordanhill School in the completion
of their medical training offering grants of £500 to 3rd year medical students - subject to
conditions.
Applications are sought from eligible individuals – please look at website:
http://www.jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk/ldw-scott-grant/
HILLHEAD JORDANHILL RFC
(the “Hills”)
1988 -2018
Thirty years as a Community Amateur
Sports Club at Hughenden
Welcomes all pupils and former pupils of
Jordanhill School.
All former pupils and seniors are welcome
to meet up at Café Source Too in our
Clubhouse
www.cafesourcetoo.co.uk

FP Golf Society
Spring Outing: Wednesday 22nd May
2019
Kilmacolm Golf Club
Tee-off 2pm £52 payable on day
Autumn Outing:
Tuesday 10th September 2019
Douglas Park Golf Club
Tee-off 1pm £39 payable on day
A separate knockout tournament is held
played at the clubs of the competitors. To
enter please contact the secretary.
The club welcomes anyone with an
association with the school – former
pupils and current and former staff and
parents. Please contact the Secretary
Joyce Tait
joyceytait@hotmail.com | 0141 956 4227
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Please visit our Development Campaign site:
www.jordanhilll.glasgow.sch.uk/development

Jordanhill School
45 Chamberlain Road
Glasgow,
G13 1SP
Tel: 0141 576 2500
Fax: 0141 576 2555
Email: friends@jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk
Web: www.jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk
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